KELLY’S LIST

GENERATE RESPECT 1ST
AFFECTION OVER TIME = BONUS!

• EMOTIONALLY AVAILABLE ? Mad Sad Glad Scared (MSGs)
• OPEN / HONEST: THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, BELIEFS, HISTORY, SENSITIVITIES ?
• INTERESTED IN KNOWING ME AS A PERSON ?
• PAST RELATIONSHIPS ?
• FAMILY - MOM, DAD, SIBLINGS question Mad Sad Glad Scared
• FRIENDS / SOCIAL LIFE question
• COMFORTABLE BEING ALONE ?
• SPEND $ DOESN'T HAVE / STINGY ?
• ALWAYS KNOWS THE ANSWER / BETTER WAY ?
• GOSSIP ?
• BLAME OTHERS ?
• DISGUISE SARCASM AS HUMOR ?
• UNPREDICTABLE ? CHANGE AGREEMENTS ?
• RIGID ? SEX ?
• SPONTANEOUS ?
• SPIRITUALITY ?
• PLAYFUL ? LAUGHS ?
• RITUALS
• AFFECTIONATE / NURTURING ?
• CONTROLLING ? OVER-COMPLIANT / OVER-REBEL
• ANGER -- HOW EXPRESSED ?
• RATIONALIZE / INTELLECTUALIZE BEHAVIOR ?
• OUTSIDE INTERESTS / HOBBIES ?
• GIVE & TAKE ?
• GENTLEMAN ? GENTLEWOMAN ?
• FAMILY, CHILDREN, PETS ?

AM I AFRAID TO BE MYSELF ?
HIDING ANYTHING?
DOING ALL THE PURSUING ?

OPINIONS AND FEELINGS ARE FREQUENTLY A PERSONAL TRIUMPH OVER GOOD THINKING
YOU DEFINE REALITY BY WHAT YOU KNOW, WHAT YOU BELIEVE, AND WHAT YOU DO ABOUT IT.